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IntemationalCredit

by Renee Sigerson

A Third World credit crunch
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Once-preferred major borrowers face the prospect of sharp
reductions in loans from international banks.
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Industrial capacity utilization is

currently 48 percent in Argentina,

and unemployment is estimated to
be at least 4 million. The Alemann

regime has announced it will do
nothing to alleviate this industrial

shortfall until after the inflation cri
sis is cracked-whatever the cost.
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doubt that this is the kind of treat
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Under the regime of Economics
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off old debt, at the same time that a
al banking community, apparently

titled, "Mexico in Foreign Eco
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"In the past year, the official sector
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sisting that the Third World reduce
Current developments in Ar

gentina, which has over $32 billion
in outstanding international debt,

manding be applied to Mexico.

The Mexican government will

debt this year, the NZZ reports.Its

warns, are not great, because "the
apparent policy of the international
banking world has been, up until

now, restricted to short maturities
and higher interest rates "-a cycle
which could force Mexico, like Ar
gentina, into hyperinflation.
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